CARING FOR YOUR SMARTPHONE BOOK™

A Clean Book. Is a Happy Book.
Just a little wiping with a slightly damp cloth will do the trick.

This Smartphone Book™ is not a fan of direct sunlight or heat
nor is it ok getting wet or crash landing on hard surfaces.

Battery Tip
Pop out those batteries during extended play breaks.

PLAYING WITH SMARTPHONE BOOK™

 violet - Slide right to bring me to life.
 blue - I take naps after playtime. But I'm a light sleeper.
 A tiny touch will wake me up.

SMARTPHONE BOOK™ BEHAVING STRANGELY?

If your Smartphone Book™ starts acting squirrely, we suggest you:
1. Turn it off and then on again.
2. If that doesn’t do the trick, remove batteries and give it
   a minute or three before putting them back in and turning
   back on.
3. If that fails, it’s time to test new batteries.
4. And if all of the above doesn’t return this Smartphone
   Book™ back to its proper state, call the experts, we’ll help.

Infantino Customer Service (Real People, Not Computers):
800.840.4916 US or Canada

Please retain this information for future reference. Inspect toy before each use.
Remove all labels. Wash, and/or air dry thoroughly before giving any toy to a child. Do not leave unattended. This toy is not intended for children under 3 years of age. It may be choking hazard. Do not put in mouth. This item contains small parts which may be a choking hazard. Not for use by children under 3 years of age.
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